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Allergic rhinitis (AR) caused by house dust mite (HDM) and Japanese cedar pollen (JCP) represents a significant, expanding health problem in Japan. Allergic symptoms often have a severe impact on the QOL such as sleep disturbance and reduced school and work performance. In addition to the classical symptoms, AR is known to be a risk factor for the development of allergic asthma, a potentially life-threatening condition. Allergy immunotherapy (AIT) is a well-documented, safe, effective treatment option for respiratory allergic disease. It has been demonstrated that AIT can provide relief from clinical symptoms and that AIT has the potential to provide long-term post-treatment effect. Although the mechanism of AIT is not fully understood, it can actively modulate protective allergen-reactive pathways of the immune system and alter the natural course of disease. Unlike pharmacotherapy, AIT addresses the basic immunological mechanisms that are responsible for the development and persistence of allergic conditions. Currently two main routes of AIT administration are commonly available, subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT) and sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT). Both SCIT and SLIT are clinically effective, and SLIT is particularly well tolerated, with a lower risk of systemic allergic reactions compared with SCIT. To date, SLIT tablets have been developed for a range of different allergies including HDM and JCP and are the best-documented AIT treatment form. Here we introduce the current status of development of a SLIT tablet in Japan for AR, examine the clinical aspects and mechanism of action of AIT, and discuss the future directions of SLIT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Allergic rhinitis (AR) is a common, chronic allergic disease and due to high and increasing prevalence rates has become a global health problem. In affected individuals, AR often has a severe impact on the QOL, including sleep disturbance, work impairment, and learning disabilities. In addition to the discomfort associated directly with AR symptoms, it is a risk factor for the development of allergic asthma, an important aspect that should be taken into account when considering cost drivers. Exposure to indoor and outdoor allergens is a major risk factor for AR. In Japan, allergic patients who suffer from perennial and/or seasonal AR are commonly poly-sensitized towards two major allergen sources, house dust mite (HDM) and Japanese cedar pollen (JCP). The most widely distributed HDM species that causes allergic symptoms worldwide are Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus and Dermatophagoides farinae. There is a large degree of cross-reactivity between the two species, and HDM AR patients are most often sensitized to both D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae.

JCP pollinosis was first reported in 1963 and is now the main cause of seasonal AR in Japan from February to May. An epidemiological study has shown that the prevalence of JCP-induced pollinosis has increased by 10% annually in recent years, and currently AR afflicts an estimated 40% of the Japanese population. Pharmacotherapy has been the major treatment of choice for patients with JCP-induced AR, but only 35% of AR patients are satisfied with antihistamine treatment, with the most frequent complaints being insufficient effect and daytime somnolence.

Allergy immunotherapy (AIT) is an established treatment option for allergic respiratory diseases. AIT treatment consists of repeated sublingual or subcutaneous administration of allergens to gradually establish and increase immunological tolerance to the sensitizing allergens. Unlike pharmacotherapy, AIT addresses the basic immunological mechanisms of allergic disease and activates protective allergen-reactive pathways of the immune system. Therefore, AIT can provide relief from the clinical symptoms of AR and allergic asthma (AA) and is the only known treatment option with the potential to provide long-term post-treatment benefit and alter the natural course of the allergic disease. Furthermore, AIT has the ability to prevent both the onset of new allergic
2. ALLERGY IMMUNOTHERAPY

The concept of AIT recently celebrated its 100-year anniversary, based on the first scientific publication by Dr. L. Noon in 1911.16,17 The paper by Noon described how subcutaneous inoculation with a grass pollen extract in patients suffering from seasonal hay fever provided resistance to subsequent conjunctival provocation with grass pollen extract and thereby established the principle of AIT. The main administration routes of AIT are subcutaneous injections (subcutaneous immunotherapy, SCIT) and sublingual administration (sublingual immunotherapy, SLIT). To date, SLIT in the form of tablets (SLIT tablets) and liquid formulations (SLIT drops) are available in Japan (Table 1). In general, SLIT tablets are currently available as freeze-dried or compressed formulations of allergen extracts8–10,12 and SLIT drops are available as aqueous solutions of allergen extract, typically formulated with glycerin.18,19 Both SLIT tablets and drops are administered under the tongue and held there until swallowed or spit out.

In 1998, the WHO position paper on immunotherapy classified AIT as a treatment form with the highest level of evidence and made recommendations regarding the composition and dosing of SCIT products.20 SCIT was shown to successfully reduce symptoms of AR and AA and lead to long-term tolerance against allergen exposure.21,22 However, major drawbacks of SCIT include repeated painful injections and a certain risk of anaphylaxis connected with the subcutaneous administration (SCIT). The main administration routes of AIT are subcutaneous injections (subcutaneous immunotherapy, SCIT) and sublingual administration (sublingual immunotherapy, SLIT). To date, SLIT in the form of tablets (SLIT tablets) and liquid formulations (SLIT drops) are available in Japan (Table 1). In general, SLIT tablets are currently available as freeze-dried or compressed formulations of allergen extracts8–10,12 and SLIT drops are available as aqueous solutions of allergen extract, typically formulated with glycerin.18,19 Both SLIT tablets and drops are administered under the tongue and held there until swallowed or spit out.

In 1998, the WHO position paper on immunotherapy classified AIT as a treatment form with the highest level of evidence and made recommendations regarding the composition and dosing of SCIT products.20 SCIT was shown to successfully reduce symptoms of AR and AA and lead to long-term tolerance against allergen exposure.21,22 However, major drawbacks of SCIT include repeated painful injections and a certain risk of anaphylaxis connected with the subcutaneous injection regimen, as well as the necessity of repeated hospital or physician visits. As a consequence of these factors, sales of SCIT products in Japan have decreased steadily from the 1980s. In the WHO position paper, SLIT was proposed as a possible alternative to SCIT,20 and in a World Allergy Organization (WAO) position paper in 2009, SLIT was stated to be as effective as SCIT but with a better safety profile.23 The Japanese Rhinologic Society presented evidence-based recommendations concerning SLIT in 2012.24 Subsequently, there has been a steady increase in accumulated evidence of the clinical efficacy and tolerability of SLIT, and SLIT tablets in particular, for the treatment of both AR and AA.8–10,12 A major milestone for SLIT tablet treatment was reached when the use of HDM SLIT as an add-on treatment for HDM-induced AA was included in the international Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) global strategy for asthma management and prevention.45

3. CLINICAL EFFICACY

3.1. SCIT In Japan, SCIT was introduced in the early 1960s as a treatment for rhinitis and/or asthma caused by allergic sensitization (Fig. 1). The manufacture and use of non-standardized crude house dust extract for SCIT began in 1963 and continued until 2015, when standardized HDM allergen extract was developed.22,25 Non-standardized JCP extract was launched in 1969 and used in clinical practice until 2000, when a method for JCP extract standardization was developed by the Japanese Allergology Society (JSA).26 SCIT with JSA-standardized HDM and JCP extracts has demonstrated reduced clinical symptoms and medication scores as well as improvement in the QOL.22,27 Nevertheless, no large clinical trial has been performed in Japanese allergic patients with a standardized SCIT product.

3.2. SLIT DROPS The clinical efficacy of SLIT drops using aqueous formulations of extracts of various allergen sources was demonstrated as the drops improved clinical symptoms compared to placebo in seasonal and perennial AR in both children and adults.28,29 In Japan, two large clinical JCP SLIT trials (phases II and III) were conducted in 2008 and 2011, respectively.28,30 These trials demonstrated statistically significant reductions in total nasal symptom and medication scores (TNSMS) compared to placebo with daily JCP SLIT drop treatment (Fig. 2). Based on these results, the first Japanese SLIT drop product, Cedartollen, was registered in October 2014 as indicated for Japanese cedar pollinosis in adults and adolescents (≥12 years old). Cedartollen is based on a liquid formulation of JSA-standardized JCP allergen extract with a maintenance dose of 2000 Japanese Allergy Units (JAU).

Even though SLIT-drops are clinically effective against allergic symptoms, the maintenance of dose (2000 JAU) was
chosen only as the maximum concentration based on SCIT products, without any dose-finding study. SLIT-drops (liquid formulations of allergen extracts) should be stored in a cold place (i.e., 2–8°C) to ensure the stability of the formulation. SLIT tablets are therefore a more patient-friendly concept without any temperature control requirement.

3.3. SLIT Tablets

Several comprehensive SLIT tablet clinical development programs for a number of different allergen sources including JCP, HDM, grass pollen, ragweed, and tree pollen have been conducted, which provided the regulatory basis for marketing authorizations (European Medicines Agency (EMA), U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA)) for a number of SLIT tablet products in different geographical regions including Europe, North America, and Japan. The trials included in these programs were all large, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled (DBPC) trials, and SLIT tablets are now the most thoroughly documented form ofAIT.8–12

In Japan, HDM SLIT tablets (Miticure and Actair) have been available since 2015. Although the nominal strengths of HDM SLIT tablets differ according to the major allergen content (Miticure: 10000 JAU; Actair: 57000 JAU) as assigned by the JSA, both types of tablet showed clinical efficacy and good tolerability in Japanese patients with HDM-induced AR and AR, and good tolerability in Japanese patients with HDM-induced AR (Fig. 2). The apparent discrepancy between the clinically efficacious strengths of the two tablets may be due to different formulations since Miticure is based on a freeze-dried formulation and Actair is manufactured as a compressed tablet. Experimental comparisons between the two tablets have demonstrated a striking difference in their respective abilities to release allergen into solution: Whereas full allergen release from the freeze-dried tablet is achieved within a few seconds, a much longer period of time is needed for release of the same amount of allergen from the compressed tablet under identical experimental conditions.

Finally, a JCP SLIT tablet based on the same efficient freeze-dried formulation as Miticure was developed in 2018. In a large phases II/III trial, the clinical efficacy of three doses (2000, 5000, and 10000 JAU) of the JCP SLIT tablet was examined in 5- to 64-year-old patients. The optimal dose was determined to be 5000 JAU, which is 2.5-fold higher than the maintenance dose (2000 JAU) of the SLIT-drops Cedartolen. The dose of 5000 JAU was selected as the nominal strength of the JCP SLIT tablets now marketed in Japan under the name Cedarcure (Fig. 2).

During the initial development of SLIT tablets, large pivotal trials established their efficacy and tolerability in adult populations and in some cases in populations comprising both adults and adolescents, but large trials in pediatric populations have been lacking.

Recently, however, randomized DBPC trials that included pediatric patients have been conducted in Japan. Two of these trials investigated the effect and tolerability of SLIT tablets in the treatment of HDM-induced AR in patients aged between 5 and 17 years old. One in the form of a freeze-dried 10000-JAU HDM SLIT tablet, and the other in the form of a compressed 300 index of reactivity (IR) (57000 JAU) HDM SLIT tablet. A third trial was a phase II/III investigation of the clinical efficacy and tolerability of a freeze-dried JCP SLIT tablet in JCP pollinosis in a mixed pediatric/adult population comprising patients 5–64 years of age. In all three trials, the SLIT tablet treatments were well tolerated in all age-groups, but the two tablet types seem to differ with regard to efficacy. The treatment effect-size (improvement of clinical symptoms compared to placebo) obtained with the freeze-dried 10000-JAU HDM SLIT tablet were 21 and 26% in the pediatric population (5–11 years old) and the adolescent population (12–17 years old), respectively, similar to the effects previously reported for the same HDM SLIT-tablets in a Japanese adult population. In the JCP SLIT tablet trial, the treatment effect-size was 23% in the pediatric (5–11-year-old) subgroup. For the compressed 300-IR/57000-JAU HDM SLIT tablet, the treatment effect-size in 5- to 16-year-old patients was 13%.

4. MECHANISM OF ACTION OF AIT

4.1. Allergic Reaction

When an allergic individual who is sensitized to one or more allergen sources is exposed to airborne allergenic particles, e.g., in the form of pollen grains, HDM fecal pellets, mold, or animal dander, individual allergen molecules and other, nonallergenic proteins adhere to the airway mucosa. The amounts of allergen required to elicit allergic symptoms are minute. Subjects sensitized to, e.g., grass pollen, may react strongly to exposure levels that correspond
to as little as 10 pollen grains/m³. After being released from the allergenic particle on the mucosal surface, allergen molecules subsequently bind and cross-link to allergen-specific immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies that are attached to the surface of effector cells (i.e., mast cells and basophils). Exposure to allergen leads to cross-linking of the cell-bound IgE, followed by degranulation and rapid release of allergenic mediators from effector cells. Inflammatory cells infiltrate into the tissue, and inflammatory reaction occurs in the late phase (6–10 h).

B) After AIT. After AIT treatment, T cells instruct B cells to produce non-IgE-antibodies (IgG, etc.). IgG antibodies do not cause degranulation of mast cells but compete with IgE for allergen binding. IgG and other allergen-specific non-IgE isotype antibodies block allergen binding to IgE, obstruct cross-linking of cell-bound IgE, and prevent allergen-mediated degranulation and release of allergic mediators from effector cells. During AIT, T cells develop into Treg cells that reduce IgE antibody production from B cells. (Color figure can be accessed in the online version.)

**4.2. Immunological Response**

Independent of the administration form, the aim of AIT is to reestablish immunological tolerance to allergen molecules and achieve a persistent beneficial clinical effect after discontinuation of treatment. The immunological mechanism of successful AIT remains to be established in full but includes modulations of different subsets of allergen-specific T cells as well as the induction of a protective allergen-specific non-IgE antibody response. A recurring observation of AIT is treatment-induced immune deviation where the ratio of allergen-specific Th1:Th2 cells increases, driven primarily by a reduction in Th2 cells rather than an increased Th1 response. It was suggested that in the initial phase of AIT, the persistent stimulation of allergen-specific Th2 cells becomes transiently unresponsive and assumes a regulatory-like phenotype associated with IL-10 production. Continued allergen stimulation beyond the desensitization phase may lead to deletion of allergen-specific Th2 cells, which may result in longer-lasting AIT-induced pe-
Peripheral tolerance and, in turn, persisting clinical effects. In addition to Th2 anergy and deletion, cell-mediated local and peripheral suppression of the allergen-specific Th2 response during AIT also involves the activity of allergen-specific T-regulatory cells (Tregs), including inducible IL-10-producing Treg cells. However, owing to the refinement of experimental techniques and an increasing number of studies, multiple subsets of Tregs have now been identified, comprising cell types with both positive and negative influences on allergen tolerance, respectively.

An additional possible contributor to immunological tolerance to inhaled allergens during AIT is the production of IgE-blocking antibodies which occurs as a result of treatment (Fig. 3B). Modulation of allergen-specific IgE antibodies as well as of allergen-specific antibodies of the non-IgE isotype (e.g., IgG1, IgG4, IgA) is a robust marker of AIT and follows a reproducible pattern. Increased HDM-specific IgG4 was observed after 52-week treatment with SLIT tablets (Fig. 4). During AIT, the group mean of allergen-specific IgE increased transiently in the early stages of treatment and then decreased to pretreatment levels over a period of months to a year. In contrast, the mean levels of allergen-specific IgG4 and allergen-specific antibodies of other non-IgE isotypes continue to increase for the duration of the treatment or may reach a steady plateau.

Unlike IgE, the allergen-specific non-IgE antibodies do not cause effector cell degranulation in the presence of allergen. Rather, the increased concentrations of allergen-specific non-IgE antibodies induced by AIT are able to compete with IgE for the binding of allergen and thereby reduce effector cell activation. The IgE-blocking capacity of AIT-induced antibodies can be assessed and quantified using the ex vivo basophil activation test (BAT). However, as the BAT test requires access to fresh blood samples, alternative tests have been developed which provide a measure of AIT-induced IgE-blocking antibody activity. These include the IgE-blocking factor (IgE-BF) test and the facilitated antigen presentation (IgE-FAP) or binding assay (IgE-FAB). The IgE-BF and IgE-FAB assays in particular have been used to monitor the immunological effects of AIT in clinical trials.

4.3. Exploring Biomarkers A large body of data from large, randomized, DBPC clinical trials has demonstrated beyond doubt that AIT is a clinically effective treatment for AR with or without AA. However, although immunological pathways involving both the cellular and humoral compartments of the immune system have been described in detail, no surrogate biomarkers predictive or indicative of the effects of intervention with AIT have been identified. It has been proposed that candidate biomarkers of AIT should include immunological changes (e.g., allergen-specific IgG levels, T-cell responses, and/or cytokine production) and modification of the end-organ specific response (e.g., local allergic inflammation by provocation test).

More recently, the European Academy of Allergy and Clinical Immunology (EAACI) has published a position paper with a review of immunological and clinical data obtained from clinical AIT trials and an evaluation of individual candidate biomarkers of AIT (Table 2). The task force that developed the EAACI position paper identified potential biomarkers within seven separate domains: 1) IgE (including total IgE (tIgE), specific IgE (sIgE), and sIgE/tIgE ratio); 2) IgG (including sIgG1, sIgG4, and sIgG1/sIgG4 ratio); 3) IgE-inhibitory factors (IgE-BF and IgE-FAB); 4) basophil activation (BAT); 5) cytokines and chemokines; 6) cellular markers (Treg cells, Breg cells, and dendritic cells); and 7) in vivo biomarkers (including nasal and chamber provocation tests). It is noteworthy that four of the seven domains comprise biomarkers related directly to AIT-induced humoral responses (IgE, IgG) or to the inhibitory effect of allergen-specific non-IgE antibodies (IgE-BF, IgE-FAB, BAT). This may be due to the relatively easy access to serum antibodies and to the fact that in vitro antibody assays are less biased by experimental conditions than in vitro and ex vivo cellular assays, but it could also indicate the mechanistic relevance of IgE-blocking antibody development. An overall recommendation of the task force was to explore the use of allergen-specific IgG4 as a biomarker for compliance, and the sIgE/tIgE ratio and IgE-FAB as candidate biomarkers of clinical outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>IgE</td>
<td>Sensitization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IgG4</td>
<td>AIT induced antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional assay</td>
<td>Basophil-activated inhibition (BAT)</td>
<td>Degranulation (histamine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IgE-blocking factor</td>
<td>Inhibitory effect on ALG-IgE complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitated antigen presentation (FAP)</td>
<td>IgE-allergen binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Inflammatory cells (eosinophils)</td>
<td>Allergic reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBMCs/cytokines</td>
<td>Th1/Th2, balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image_url) Fig. 4. Increase in Allergen-Specific IgG4 Antibodies after HDM SLIT Tablet Treatment

HDM (*D. farinae*)-specific IgG4 was measured using ImmnoCAP (Phadia). Data are expressed as geometric mean with 95% CI values. MTC: MITICURE® (10000 IAU).

Table 2. Currently Exploring Candidate Biomarker for AIT Products
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF SLIT

Although allergy has become a global health problem with increasing prevalence worldwide, the awareness of the burden of disease for both individual patients and society at large is often not fully recognized. Allergic patients’ access toAIT may require a long, tedious journey through the healthcare system where nonresponsiveness or unsatisfactory response to symptomatic medication must be established before AIT is prescribed. Given the potential of AIT to prevent further (neo)sensitization and prevent or delay the progression from AR to AA, more focus on the benefits and easier access to AIT for eligible patients is desirable. In Japan, the passing of the Basic Act on Allergic Diseases Measures and Equalization of Medical Care in Allergic Diseases throughout Japan in 2014 was a strong statement and call for action to raise awareness of the need to improve the quality of and access to the treatment of allergic disease.

Recently, the unmet needs of AIT have been discussed by an international panel of experts who identified 10 different domains of improvement for clinical trial design, two of which had already been addressed by Japanese researchers: Screening of AIT trial participants with a standardized allergen provocation test (domain ii in Pfärr et al., was an inclusion criterion in a large, randomized, DBPC HDM SLIT tablet trial. In domain ix, Pfärr et al. recommended changes in national legislation that would allow easier, faster access to AIT for children without the delay caused by a mandatory 5-year trial. Although additional high-quality pediatric trials are needed, recent data by three Japanese groups have demonstrated the efficacy and tolerability of HDM SLIT tablets in pediatric populations following 1-year adult SLIT tablet trials.

An area that is likely to receive more attention in the future is the identification and validation of clinical and immunological biomarkers. In recent years, considerable efforts have been invested in large, randomized, DBPC SLIT tablet trials across several species, and the data accumulating from these trials provide a unique opportunity to investigate and possibly identify objective biomarkers of AIT and SLIT tablet immunotherapy in particular. The amount of data coming from these trials is historically unsurpassed, and by mining the combined bulk of clinical and immunological data it may be possible to identify surrogate markers of clinical effect or markers predictive of responders and nonresponders/placebo responders, which may identify eligible patients on an objective basis prior to treatment initiation. Although research in new AIT products and treatment concepts will continue, gaining a further understanding of allergic respiratory diseases and the clinical and immunological effects of SLIT tablet treatment through focused biomarker research may be the next step toward more efficient, personalized allergy treatment.
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